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Monday 

Running technique/speed endurance (120m, 110m, 100m, 90m, 80m, 70m, 60m @ 90-95% 
with 6 minutes recovery between each repetition) 

Tuesday 

Weights or circuit 

Wednesday 

Jumps session/short approach jumps and run-ups 

Thursday 

Weights or circuit 

Friday 

Running technique/speed session (3 x 30m, 3 x 50m, 3 x flying 30m all at 98% with full recovery 
between) 

Saturday 

Jumps session and bounding or competition 

Sunday 

Rest 

 

 

The weekly program will vary depending on what phase of training the athlete is undertaking and 
what the competition demands. Training during the off-season will incorporate more general 
training with less emphasis on specific jumping sessions and intensity, however, it is important to 
retain some quality speed running and technical work. General preparation will involve total body 
conditioning and strengthening and will incorporate weights and circuits, running over a variety of 
distances at different intensities, plyometric drills and rebound activities, medicine ball work and 
cross training such as swimming, bike riding and agility work. 

 

 

As the competition season approaches, the volume of work should reduce and the sessions should 
become more specific with an emphasis on quality. Importantly, the body usually requires more 
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rest following intensive sessions, particularly jump training, so it is vital that the training units are  
sequenced correctly with a balance of harder and easier sessions to allow the body to recover 
between sessions and maintain the quality of the training.  

 

Notes: This program is geared toward a 16-18 year old athlete. 

 

COACH TIP 

“Speed is vital to the distance an athlete can jump, but not at the expense of control at take-off. 
Therefore running technique and establishing a sound take-off is vital.” 

Craig Hilliard, AIS coach, and coach of Australian record holder and Sydney 2000 Olympic silver 
medallist, Jai Taurima. 
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